As per the fitting instructions, the bottom support batten must be fitted 80mm above the top edge of the last full course of tiles below the window.

The window should then be fitted and adjusted as per the window fitting instructions.

The BFX Underfelt collar should then be fitted as per instructions.

The EDW Flashing Kit should then be fitted incorporating the following pictorial procedures.

The bottom apron piece is fitted and the corrugation compressed at the point of overlap with the tile above.
The foam should be trimmed and the very outer turnback can be bent to sit a little flatter to accommodate verge hooks to be placed against the large metal upstand.

Double Tile at bottom       “ Notch “ at aluminium fold

The next tile to the bottom left and bottom right should then be a double tile, which should be trimmed to the side of the metal upstand. Where the tile sits against the fold in the aluminium a small “ notch “ should be taken out to allow the tile to sit.
Next tile above should be a tile-and-a-half, which should be trimmed to the side of the metal upstand.

Double tile and tile-and-a-half should then be alternated up the side of the window until the top.
The tiles going round the head of the window will have to be trimmed to allow a gap of between 60 – 150mm from head of window to lower edge of tile. The tiles will be secured using verge clips at the left and right hand side and using slate hooks for the tiles directly above the window.